XIV -1

LINEAR AND NON LINEAR FIELD EQUATIONS par S. KLAINERMAN
The aim of this lecture is to illustrate how some recent geometric techniques which were usual to derive global existence and long time existence results for non linear wave equations ( [ I ] , [2] , [3] ) can be applied to tensorial field equations. We limitate ourselves here in describing the results which we have obtained in collaboration with D. Christodoulou, to the linear Maxwell and Spin -2 equations in Minkowski space (see [4] ). The latter are a linearised version of the Einstein equations in vacuum and their study important in our attempt to prove the global non linear stability of the Minkowski metric. The Lie algebra n generated by T , ^ , S plays a very important role in what follows. Given a tensor U in ]R , we define the norms 
n,s j^3 x^ x1
'k with the sum taken over all generator X. ... X. , 0<k<s , of FT . • symetric in a,p r^ R
• traceless, i.e. n Q = 0 dp
• satisfies the positive energy condition i.e. given any two timelike vector fields X,Y , <X,X> < 0 , <Y,Y> < 0 , both future oriented, we have :
• € -°T he energy momentum tensor allows one to derive energy estimates for (M). Let F be a solution of (M) , and consider X a time-like vector field. Let P 01 = Q X be the X-momentum of F . Then,
2 ' a;p p;T he expression X + X is precisely ^ n and thus propor-
tional to n , if we choose X to be conformal killing. On the other hand, since Q is traceless, we conclude that any choice of a conformal killing vector field leads to a conservation law in (5) i.e. 
where T = -^ = A . Then, according to (6), we have
According to (6'), we introduce the norm
where Q is the energy momentum tensor of F . Also, we define We decompose F relative to the null frame according to Similar estimates can be derived for the derivatives of F in the interior, |x| ^ ^ + 1 , or for the derivatives a , a_, p , a relative to the null frame e^ , e_ , e, , e in the exterior |x| > ^+ 1 (see [4] ).
In the second part of this lecture, I will indicate how similar results, based on the same ideas, can be used to derive decay estimates for the Spin-2 equations. These are equations satisfied by 4 -tensors W o s. which have all the symetry properties of the Riemann curvature tensor of metric satisfying the Einstein vacuum equations. Namely, 
IlyS li^S
We now decompose W relative to the same null frame introduced above, and introduce Similar estimates can be derived for the derivatives of W (see [4] ).
The spirit of these linear estimates can be adjusted to treat the non linear Einstein equations. This, I hope, will be done in a series of papers together with D. Christodoulou.
